Innovation of a Humanoid Robotic Wrist
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Abstract—Combining human and robot into a particular structure put forward extraordinary opportunities for generating a new generation of knowledge. The idea of producing a mechanism that can strictly collaborate with humans. This advance spot presents innovative challenges for engineers and designers. On the contrary, to industrial robotics meant for which mechanical stiffness and rigidity, accuracy and high velocities are most important requirements the solution feature. Here is a movement freedom that matches to that of the human people, avoidance of risk to users and a lightweight mechanism. In order to achieve these requirements the robot should have a human like appearance, same workspace, dexterity and the kinematics should be common to the user. This article presents a new design of a robotic arm wrist for the next development of humanoid robots, and it is a part of an on-going project that involves a 7-DOF robotic arm powered by electrical actuators and has a new hybrid structure. The aim of this research is to achieve a human like wrist that has the same number of degree of freedom and improves the workspace. The new mechanism of the wrist is discussed in details in the article.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Parallel geometry is closed-chain geometry, which has multiple kinematic chains connecting the base to the end-effector. The primary improvement is seen in the good structural stiffness, with respect to open-chain manipulators. This structure is suitable for the execution of manipulation tasks requiring large values of force along the vertical direction [1-2]. Huapeng 2008, [3] build up a parallel robot with 10-DOF that which is capable of holding all necessary machining tools and welding end-effectors. Parallel manipulators have additional links and joints between its end effector (the moving part) to its base. It proves to be stiffer and more precise than serial manipulators, except it gives a smaller workspace of the end effector activity [6]. There are a lot of literatures that deal with parallel configuration. In 2006 [4] proposed a two leg parallel manipulator, and they make a kinematics analysis of the parallel mechanism and illustrate the workspace of the proposed manipulator the application of this project is for surgery applications. There is a demand in studying the kinematics and developing parallel manipulators such as, Peter [5] investigated the kinematics and stiffness of an isotropic three-legged manipulator having six degrees of freedom. The rotary motors on the base revolve around the tool with the extensible legs as drive shafts. In 2010 [7] formulated the kinematic equations and the forward displacement analysis of 2-DOF spherical parallel manipulator that can be used as a hip joint of the humanoid robot. Figure 1 shows the CAD model of the 2-DOF spherical parallel manipulator.

Figure 1. CAD model of the 2-DOF spherical parallel manipulator. (Xianwen, 2010)

Three-degree-of-freedom parallel manipulators are used in a lot of applications that need orienting a body in space and allowing three independent rotations of the movable platform about a fixed location. [9] Presents a structural synthesis of a parallel wrist with three degrees of freedom. Besides, the actuators are mounted directly on the base, to reduce the weight of the moving parts. Minoru and Yuichi [8] built a trial prototype that have a parallel conflagration with 3 degree of freedom. They showed the mechanical design and displacement analysis.
The trial model has the necessary flexibility for pick and place and polishing applications. Patrick in 2002 [10] proposed a new spherical-type 3-DOF parallel mechanism. Many researchers are concerned about analysis of kinematics in parallel actuated mechanism that has 3-DOF, which can be used as a wrist in the robotic device [12, 13 and 14]. They have been designed and fabricate a prototype for educational reasons [11]. A novel parallel mechanism with 3-DOF named Argos was presented [15] the end effector is linked to its base by three identical kinematic chains. Prototype has been done.

The forward and inverse kinematic was solved in a closed form, both having eight solutions. Commonly, industrial manipulators typically contain six DOF that was, firstly, proposed by Stewart in 1965 as an aircraft simulator platform [16]. As given away in the previous literatures that the parallel manipulators with less than 6-DOF are able to meet exact tasks, and have the improvement of reducing complication, design redundancy and price. Wrist mechanisms can be classified in more than a few different ways. They can be classified by their degree of freedom, nature of motion (such as spherical, non spherical mechanisms), or other geometric considerations. Commonly, the joint axes of a wrist mechanism do not essentially have to cross at an ordinary point. Practically, a high-quality wrist design should have these characteristics: 1. Three degree of freedom, 2. Spherical motion, 3. Large workspace, 4. Remote drive capability, 5. Compact size, light weight, and low inertia, 6. High accuracy. 7. High mechanical stiffness, 8. Low mechanized cost. The improvement of wrist mechanisms can be dated back to the early nine tenth century [17-18]. It is linked specially to the requirements in handling equipments, and for many other hazardous tasks. To achieve the necessary characteristics mechanical transmission mechanisms such as epicyclical gears trains, push-rod linkages, and tendon drives are frequently in use, but no one is using a parallel configuration by using electric linear actuators. As given away researches are paying attention on designing configuration, number of degrees of freedom, and grasping strategies. Conversely, the inertial actions or movements caused by acceleration of a humanoid robot wrist and the other motors effect and disturb the grasp robustness of the grasper (fingers) of the humanoid hand significantly. To facilitate an acquire acceleration apply to robot wrist and efficiently counteract disturbance to make sure the stable and accurate grasp of the robot end effector, a three degree of freedom robotic wrist is required.

II. WRIST MECHANICAL DESIGN

An innovative category of structural configuration of a humanlike wrist is developed in this project, and this wrist consists of a parallel manipulator which represents human wrist. Determination of the optimized locations of every part of the joints, distance end to end of the frames and connections are all completed, additional analysis were carried out by developing a 3D wrist model by using a computer aided engineering software. All the potential movements of the model parts were studied to keep away from interference among the wrist parts specially the actuators base.

The CAD design of the wrist is shown in Figure 2. In the design of the wrist, the actuation is by using linear actuators. The wrist has 3-DOF which is the same to the human wrist. It contains three linear actuators, three revolute joints in the fixed base side, and three spherical joints in the movable base side. The fixed and the movable base will be made of aluminum alloy materials. A square cross section with 5 mm depth and 20 mm X 20 mm in the back side was done to attach the forearm manipulator to the wrist base and ensure there will be zero backlashes. The other side of the base has three rectangular cross sections to attach the three revolute joints to ensure that the revolute joints are fixed on the base as shown in Figure 3. (Figure 2 shows the assembled wrist prototype)
III. ACTUATORS DESCRIPTION

A three unique mini Linear Actuators have been attached to the wrist that enables a new generation of motion. For wrist product designs, capabilities and configuration that have never before been combined in a humanoid wrist these miniature linear actuators have a better option and cheaper than designing awkward gears, motors, and cables. These linear actuators have high flexibility and a rectangular cross section for amplifying stiffness. Each one of these linear actuators had a 43 g weight. In addition it had low voltage and easy to assemble. These linear actuators push or pull loads, and it had a break system that when the power is switched off the actuator will stop moving and stay in the same position, unless if an over loaded have been applied on the actuator, if that is the case the actuator will backdrive. Each leg of the designed wrist had one mounting brackets (revolute joint), two thread with nut and a ball and socket joint that enable the three degree of freedom that is connected to the moveable plate. These three legs are connected to a fixed base and the other side of the leg is connected to the moveable base. Specification of the developed robotic wrist is shown in Table 1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 1. Specification of the Robotic Wrist</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Degrees of Freedom</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Actuators</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wrist Length</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maximum Load</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Type of Material</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

IV. NUMBER OF DEGREE OF FREEDOM

The equation of the serial configuration manipulator to calculate the number of degree of freedom is different from the parallel configuration. The parallel structures have a closed loop which is more complex to calculate the number of degree of freedom.

\[
N = \sum_{i=1}^{L} m_i - \sum_{j=1}^{B} c_j
\]  

Equation 1 is a general equation to calculate the number of degrees of freedom for the parallel manipulator structure. And because the kinematic chains between the fixed base and the movable base are identical and have the same number of constraints. Equation 1 will turn out to be: \(N = n_c - c_j B\). Where \(n_c\) is the number of parallel chains, \(d\) is the sum of degree of freedom of the joints and \(B\) is the number of independent closed loops. To verify the category of joints of each leg in the wrist, to archive the three degree of freedom \((N=3)\), the three legs must be identical and connected to the movable base. Form the equation, five degree of freedom must occur in each leg of the wrist namely; four passive and one active degree of freedom to achieve the three degree of freedom in the wrist. The passive degree of freedom distributed in the prototype (1-3), revolute joint 1-DOF on the fixed base and spherical joint 3DOF on the movable base. One active DOF produced by the micro linear actuator.

V. FEA SIMULATION

SolidWorks is a CAD and simulation software, which is used to model 3D mechanical objects, animates them and mechanical simulation. It is user-friendly software, which allows the user to model 3D things easily. We discuss the finite element results and the procedure of modeling (pre-processing stage). Aluminum profile and aluminum alloy have been selected as the parts material. The main parameters that were justified using SolidWorks software is Von Mises stress, Maximum displacement and the safety factor. The von mises is to obtain the yield stress of the simulated parts. It's important as it provides real life simulated information on whether a part will break under load or not. The deformation analysis is important as well to test of the part have deformation that will affect the performance of the robotic arm. The critical parts in the design of the robotic arm were chosen and simulated to confirm their feasibility. Figure 4 shows the Von Stress Analysis in the movable base (9.7143 MPa) and the fixed base (2.5007 MPa). The results of the two bases in the design are lower than the yield strength of aluminum. The maximum stress can be reduced if the area of the
distributed load is small. For many ductile materials, the onset of yielding takes place when normal stress is equals to yield stress.

CONCLUSION

This paper presents a new model designed for a humanoid robotic wrist. Above all the special steps of the progress process are illustrated. Basing on the basic ideas by using the parallel configuration in the arm wrist, different analyses have been carried out. According to the designed model achieved, it has a lightweight design in the CAD model. This study has achieved the goals of designing an agile 3-DOF humanoid robotic wrist that imitates the movement of a real individual wrist. The next step will be manufacturing the new wrist prototype and assembling it, which is a kind of proof of the concept and this wrist is a part of an on-going project that involves a novel hybrid robotic arm with 7-DOF powered by electrical actuators.
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